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Abstract

Trust is critical for organizations, effective management, and efficient negotiations, yet trust violations are common. Prior work
has often assumed trust to be fragile—easily broken and difficult to repair. We investigate this proposition in a laboratory study and
find that trust harmed by untrustworthy behavior can be effectively restored when individuals observe a consistent series of trust-
worthy actions. Trust harmed by the same untrustworthy actions and deception, however, never fully recovers—even when deceived
participants receive a promise, an apology, and observe a consistent series of trustworthy actions. We also find that a promise to
change behavior can significantly speed the trust recovery process, but prior deception harms the effectiveness of a promise in accel-
erating trust recovery.
� 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Trust is essential for organizations (Donaldson, 2001;
Lewicki, McAllister, & Bies, 1998). Trust enables man-
agers to lead more effectively (Atwater, 1988; Bazerman,
1994) and negotiate more efficiently (Valley, Moag, &
Bazerman, 1998). At the same time, however, we know
that trust is often violated. Trust violations can range
from serious misdeeds that constitute fraud (Business
Week, 1992; Los Angeles Times, 1998; Santoro & Paine,
1993) to more common forms of trust violations, such as
the use of deception in negotiations (Boles, Croson, &
Murnighan, 2000; Carr, 1968; O’Connor & Carnevale,
1997; Schweitzer & Croson, 1999; Steinel & De Dreu,
2004).

Surprisingly little, however, is known about the con-
sequences of violating trust. While common wisdom
presumes that trust violations can cause severe relation-
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ship damage (e.g., Slovic, 1993), little work has exam-
ined how trust actually changes over time as a
function of different types of violations and attempts
to restore it. In this article, we report results from a lab-
oratory study that investigates changes in trust over
time. We observe how trust is harmed over time in the
presence of deception and untrustworthy behavior,
and how a promise, an apology, or a promise and an
apology repair trust when combined with trustworthy
actions.
Background and hypotheses

Trust

A number of definitions of trust have been advanced,
and in this work we define trust as the ‘‘willingness to
accept vulnerability based upon positive expectations
about another’s behavior’’ (Rousseau, Sitkin, Burt, &
Camerer, 1998). This definition represents a multidisci-
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plinary approach to defining trust (see Hosmer, 1995,
and Mayer, Davis, & Schoorman, 1995, for reviews),
and in our experiment we measure trust using both
behavioral and attitudinal measures.

A substantial literature has identified a number of
individual and contextual factors that influence trust
(Dasgupta, 1988; Deutsch, 1960; Lewicki & Wiethoff,
2000; Mayer et al., 1995; Ross & LaCroix, 1996; Wil-
liams, 2001). Much of this work has identified percep-
tions of concern as a key driver of trust judgments.
For example, managers are trusted more when they
demonstrate interest in their team members’ ideas
(Korsgaard, Schweiger, & Sapienza, 1995). Related
work has identified favorable attributions for past
behavior as essential for trust development (Larrick &
Blount, 2003; Pillutla, Malhotra, & Murnighan, 2002).
In fact, Malhotra and Murnighan (2002) found that
the use of binding contracts can actually harm trust
development, because subjects who used binding con-
tracts make situational rather than personal attributions
for trustworthy behavior.

Surprisingly, most prior research has examined trust
as a static construct (e.g., Glaeser, Laibson, Scheink-
man, & Soutter, 2000). Only a few studies have consid-
ered how trust develops (see Pillutla, Malhotra, &
Murnighan, 2003), and little extant research has consid-
ered how trust might recover after it has been harmed.
Lewicki and Bunker (1996) and Lewicki and Wiethoff
(2000) develop theoretical models that consider the
implications of trust violations. Their work suggests that
trust violations may irrevocably harm trust. Similarly,
Slovic (1993) postulates that lost trust can take a long
time to rebuild and that in some cases, lost trust may
never be restored. In an experimental study, Kim, Fer-
rin, Cooper, and Dirks (2004) examined differences in
trust following apologies and denials for allegations of
improper behavior. They asked participants to assume
the role of a manager in charge of a hiring decision
and to judge the trustworthiness of a potential candi-
date. Participants watched video-taped interviews of a
hypothetical candidate who was accused of filing an
incorrect tax return in her previous job. The candidate
either denied or apologized for the infraction. Kim
et al. (2004) found that apologies led to higher trust
judgments than denials when the candidate was accused
of incompetence, but that denials led to higher trust
judgments when the candidate was accused of a breach
of integrity.

Related research has examined cooperation in prison-
ers dilemma and social dilemma games. In a study
involving a repeated prisoners’ dilemma game, Gibson,
Bottom, and Murnighan (1999) examined methods to
restore cooperation following uncooperative behavior.
They found that apologies and offers of penance were
effective in reestablishing cooperation. In another study,
Buchan, Johnson, and Croson (2002) found that non-
task communication increased trust. Other work investi-
gating the dynamics of cooperation has found that
cooperation levels are higher when participants are
members of the same social network (Bowles & Gintis,
2004), such as from the same neighborhood; when par-
ticipants have the ability to punish a free-riding counter-
part (Fehr & Gachter, 2000); and when participants
initiate an interaction by cooperating with each other
(Clark & Sefton, 2001).

Present investigation

In this paper, we use experimental methods to inves-
tigate changes in trust behavior over time. Our work dif-
fers from prior investigations in several important ways.
No prior work has examined trust recovery from the
perspective of the trustor, and no prior work has exam-
ined the long-term effects of deception on trust. In this
work, we disentangle the harmful effects of untrustwor-
thy behavior from deception, and we describe the inter-
action between deception and subsequent promises and
apologies in rebuilding trust.

Consistent with Bok’s (1982) work, we define decep-
tion as intentional acts of deceit. In our experiment,
we expose participants to written statements that are
disconfirmed by subsequent actions. We define untrust-
worthy behavior as actions that would harm a vulnera-
ble trustee, and we operationalize untrustworthy
behavior in a setting with economic incentives. In this
work, we consider trust restoration from the perspective
of the target of prior untrustworthy behavior.

Our primary measure of trust is passing behavior in a
repeated trust game (Berg, Dickhaut, & McCabe, 1995).
We depict the actual version of the game that we used in
Fig. 1. In our experiment, participants are told that they
will play several rounds of the same game with the same
partner. Odd players (our participants) are endowed
with $6 in each round and can either ‘‘Take $3,’’ ‘‘Take
$6,’’ or ‘‘Pass $6.’’ If the odd player takes money the
round ends, and the odd player keeps the amount that
s/he took. If the odd player passes $6, the amount of
money triples (to $18) and the even player decides how
much money to return to the odd player. If odd players
have favorable expectations over the amount even play-
ers will return, they will be more likely to accept vulner-
ability (e.g., the chance of having no money returned)
and pass $6. Note that the option to take $3 is dominat-
ed by the decision to take $6, but affords participants
who do not trust their counterpart an opportunity to
make an altruistic choice and give their partner some
money. In our experiment, participants rarely chose
‘‘Take $3’’.

All of our participants make decisions as odd players,
and receive feedback and prepared messages from even
player confederates. In our experiment, every partici-
pant is exposed to a consistent set of even player actions
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Fig. 1. Trust game.
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regardless of their passing or taking decisions. That is,
all participants learn, in a round-by-round sequential
manner as the game unfolds, that their counterpart
chooses untrustworthy actions in the first two rounds
(the even player returns $0), and trustworthy actions
thereafter (the even player returns $9). We develop our
hypotheses with respect to this set of actions. Prior work
has documented the tendency of people to initiate inter-
actions with high levels of trust (Ekman, 1996;
McKnight, Cumings, & Chervany, 1998; Meyerson,
Weick, & Kramer, 1996), and we expect initial untrust-
worthy actions (the even player returns $0) to harm
trust, and subsequent trustworthy actions (the even
player returns $9) to restore trust.

Hypotheses

In our experiment, some participants receive messag-
es from their counterparts. Our hypotheses, summarized
in Table 1, focus on the effects of this communication on
the trust recovery process. By examining trust in a
repeated game, we are able to measure changes in trust
over time.
Table 1
Summary of hypotheses

Hypothesized effect on trust
recovery

Short-term Long-term

Deception — H1: Negative
Promise H2a: Positive H2b: Positive
Apology H3a: Positive H3b: Positive
Interaction of Promise and Apology H4a: Negative H4b: Negative
Interaction of Deception and Promise H5a: Negative H5b: Negative
Interaction of Deception and Apology H6a: Negative H6b: Negative
A strong null hypothesis predicts no effect for any
communication. All of the communication in our
experiment constitutes ‘‘mere’’ or ‘‘cheap’’ talk. Par-
ticipants know that it is costless for their counterpart
to send messages, and the communication does not
allow participants to formalize agreements (see Far-
rell & Rabin, 1996). This null hypothesis regarding
communication serves as a foil for our main
hypotheses.

In our study, participants both observe behavior and
receive messages. Rather than discounting messages as
merely cheap talk, we postulate that participants will
rely upon observed behavior, messages, and the inter-
play between observed behavior and messages to gauge
the trustworthiness of their counterpart. This prediction
is consistent with prior work that has found that cheap
talk can influence behavior (Buchan et al., 2002; Croson,
Boles, & Murnighan, 2003).

We expect messages to influence participants’ assess-
ments of their counterpart in several ways. Prior work
has demonstrated that the attributions individuals
make for behavior influence trust judgments (Larrick
& Blount, 2002; Pillutla et al., 2003). Messages commu-
nicate important information about intentionality, and
we expect messages and the correspondence between
messages and observed behavior to influence the attri-
butions participants make about their counterpart’s
past behavior. We also expect the correspondence
between messages and observed behavior to influence
participants’ assessments of the credibility of their
counterpart. Prior work has demonstrated that credi-
bility directly impacts judgments of trustworthiness
(Kim et al., 2004).
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Deception and trust recovery

We first consider the influence of deception on the
trust recovery process. In our experiment, half of the
participants receive deceptive messages prior to rounds
1 and 2, in which confederate even players indicate that
they will return a substantial amount of money in the
upcoming round. In fact, all confederate even players
return $0 in both round 1 and round 2. Thus, in our
experiment trust is harmed by both untrustworthy
behavior, to which every participant is exposed, and
deception, to which only half of the participants are
exposed.

Both those deceived and those not deceived may or
may not receive subsequent communication. This subse-
quent communication may interact with prior deception
in influencing trust over time. We develop hypotheses
for these interactions, but for our initial hypothesis con-
cerning deception, we consider only those who receive
no further communication beyond round 2.

We expect the combined effects of deception and
untrustworthy behavior to harm trust more than
untrustworthy behavior alone. The use of deception
conveys information about a counterpart’s motivation
(Bok, 1982). In this experiment, the combination of
deception and untrustworthy behavior clarifies the
untrustworthy acts as intentional. As a result, we expect
participants exposed to deception and untrustworthy
behavior to judge the likelihood that their counterpart
is untrustworthy as higher than participants exposed
to untrustworthy behavior alone. Although we expect
subsequent trustworthy acts to increase perceptions of
trustworthiness, we do not expect subsequent trustwor-
thy acts to fully mitigate the harmful effects of decep-
tion. That is, while we expect the harmful effects of
deception to diminish over time, we expect deception
to harm long-term trust.

Hypothesis 1. In the absence of other communication to
restore trust, untrustworthy actions combined with
deception will decrease the long-term level of trust more
than the same untrustworthy actions without deception.
Trust restoring communication and trust recovery

Next, we examine the effects of trust restoring com-
munication on trust recovery. Prior work suggests that
damaged trust may be very difficult to repair. In general,
the trust recovery process is assumed to be slow and
incomplete (Lewicki & Bunker, 1996; Slovic, 1993).
We consider the role of a promise, an apology, and both
a promise and an apology, in conjunction with trustwor-
thy actions, in rebuilding trust.

Consistent with prior work that has found that prom-
ises facilitate cooperation (Orbell, Dawes, & van de
Kragt, 1988; Rubin & Brown, 1975; Schlenker, Helm,
& Tedeschi, 1973), we expect promises to facilitate the
trust restoration process. Untrustworthy actions may
be multiply determined, and trustors’ attributions for
untrustworthy behavior may be labile and subject to
impression management. Morrison and Bies (1991, p.
523) define impression management as ‘‘a motive to con-
trol how one appears to others.’’ Impression manage-
ment can be both defensive, an attempt to avoid
creating an unfavorable image, and assertive, an attempt
to create a favorable impression (Tedeschi & Melburg,
1984; Tedeschi & Norman, 1985). Promises represent
an assertive impression management approach designed
to convey positive intentions about future acts. If
believed, promises are likely to restore positive expecta-
tions about future behavior and to improve subjective
assessments regarding the likelihood that an individual
is a trustworthy type of person. This proposition is relat-
ed to a result identified by Ho and Weigelt (2002) in
which they found people to be more trustworthy when
they were sure about the intentions of their counterpart.

In our study, some participants received a written
promise of cooperation after round 2 and just prior to
round 3 (after the two initial rounds of untrustworthy
actions). We expect such a promise to increase both ini-
tial trust recovery and long-term trust recovery. We
examine the influence of a promise on trust recovery
in the absence of other communication (e.g., deception).

Hypothesis 2a. In the absence of other communication,
a promise to change behavior will repair initial trust
more than no trust restoring communication.

Hypothesis 2b. In the absence of other communication,
a promise to change behavior will increase the long-term
level of trust more than no trust restoring
communication.

We next consider the effect of an apology. We adopt
Schlenker and Darby’s (1981, p. 271) definition of an
apology as an ‘‘admission of blameworthiness and
regret for an undesirable event.’’ Prior work has found
that apologies influence judgments about transgressors.
Specifically, prior work has found that respondents rate
transgressors who apologize more favorably and as less
culpable than they rate transgressors who do not apolo-
gize (Darby & Schlenker, 1982; Ohbuchi, Kameda, &
Agarie, 1989; Ohbuchi & Sato, 1994; Schwartz, 1978).
We expect apologies to influence favorably the assess-
ments participants make about their counterpart’s type.

Schlenker and Darby (1981) identify five key compo-
nents of an apology: (1) statement of apology (e.g., I’m
sorry), (2) expressions of remorse (e.g., I feel badly), (3)
offer of restitution, (4) self-castigation (e.g., I was an idi-
ot), and (5) a request for forgiveness. In addition to
these components, we consider other key elements of
an apology: (6) a promise regarding future behavior,
and (7) an explanation for the transgression.
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In this work, we disentangle the effects of a promise
from other components of an apology, and we consider
an apology that includes three primary apology com-
ponents: a statement of apology, an expression of
remorse, and self-castigation. Our apology read, ‘‘I
really screwed up, I shouldn’t have done that. I’m very
sorry I tried taking so much these last two rounds.’’
Our apology did not include an offer of restitution, a
request for forgiveness, a promise, or an explanation.
We postulate that an apology will increase subjective
judgments regarding the likelihood that an individual
is a trustworthy type of person, and in this setting,
we test whether the three components we included in
our apology are sufficient to restore short-term or
long-term trust.

Hypothesis 3a. In the absence of other communication,
an apology will repair initial trust more than no trust
restoring communication.

Hypothesis 3b. In the absence of other communication,
an apology will increase the long-term level of trust
more than no trust restoring communication.
Interaction between promise and apology

We expect both promises and apologies to increase
subjective perceptions of trustworthiness by conveying
information about a counterpart’s underlying nature
or ‘‘type.’’ We expect an apology coupled with a promise
to restore trust more quickly and more completely than
either a promise or an apology alone. However, we con-
ceptualize promises and apologies as partial substitutes.
That is, assuming main effects for a promise alone and
an apology alone, we expect the cumulative effect of a
promise combined with an apology to be less than the
sum of the independent effects. This will show up as a
negative interaction.

Hypothesis 4a. We predict a negative interaction
between a promise and an apology in repairing initial
trust.

Hypothesis 4b. We predict a negative interaction
between a promise and an apology in increasing long-
term levels of trust.
Interaction between deception and a subsequent promise

We consider the interaction between a promise and
prior deception. In the short-term, we expect a promise
to restore trust more following no deception than fol-
lowing deception. When a promise follows deception,
the trustor is unlikely to perceive the promise as cred-
ible, and the promise is likely to be significantly dis-
counted. Promises can articulate positive expectations
regarding future behavior, but messages that are not
credible will fail to change impressions and expecta-
tions (Tedeschi & Reiss, 1981). As a result, a promise
that follows deception is far less likely to increase the
subjective likelihood that the trustee is a trustworthy
type of person than is a promise that does not follow
deception.

The long-term effects of a promise following decep-
tion, relative to a promise following no deception, will
depend on the extent to which trustworthy actions
restore credibility in the promise. We expect trustwor-
thy actions to restore overall trust and to build credi-
bility in the promise in both the deception and no
deception conditions. We expect trustworthy actions
to restore trust less effectively for participants who
were deceived and who received a promise than for
participants who only received a promise. Both in the
short run and in the long run, we expect a promise
to be more effective in restoring trust when participants
were not deceived than when participants were
deceived.

Hypothesis 5a. Prior deception will harm the initial
effectiveness of a promise in restoring trust.

Hypothesis 5b. Prior deception will harm the long-term
effectiveness of a promise in restoring trust.
Interaction between deception and a subsequent apology

We consider the interaction between an apology
and prior deception. For an apology to be effective,
receivers need to perceive the apology as sincere
(Shapiro, 1991). When an apology follows deception,
however, it is likely to be significantly discounted. In
the short-term, we expect an apology to restore trust
more fully following no deception than following
deception.

The long-term effects of an apology following decep-
tion, relative to an apology following no deception, will
depend on the extent to which trustworthy actions
restore credibility in the apology and restore overall
trust. As with a promise, we expect trustworthy actions
to exert a strong effect on general perceptions of trust-
worthiness and to build credibility in the apology in
both conditions. Overall, we expect an apology to be
more effective in restoring trust when participants were
exposed to untrustworthy actions and not deceived than
when participants were exposed to untrustworthy
actions and deceived.

Hypothesis 6a. Prior deception will harm the initial
effectiveness of an apology in restoring trust.

Hypothesis 6b. Prior deception will harm the long-term
effectiveness of an apology in restoring trust.
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Methods

We conducted an experiment to examine trust recov-
ery. Participants in our study made a series of trust deci-
sions in the game depicted in Fig. 1. An important
feature in our experiment is that every participant plays
the role of the odd player. We manipulated even player
actions and use the strategy method, which asks partic-
ipants to specify the strategies they would use before
they learn about their counterpart’s actual decision. In
Appendix A, we provide an excerpt from our instruc-
tions that explains this aspect of our design to our
participants.

The strategy method allows odd players to learn even
players’ contingent decisions, regardless of odd players’
actual decisions in that round. In our case, the decisions
communicated to participants were identical within each
round.

In our experiment, after each round, every odd player
learns what his or her even player counterpart chose. In
our study, every even player counterpart chooses to
return $0 the first two rounds and to return $9 for
rounds three through seven. That is, every participant
in our experiment observes the same set of even player
actions even if they decide not to pass. This aspect of
our design is critical to keeping the trustworthy actions
each participant observes constant. In our discussion
section, we consider some implications of this design
with respect to our use of deception and the presence
of feedback that facilitates trust recovery.

The experiment includes three separate phases. In the
first phase, involving the first two rounds (r = 1–2), all
participants observed untrustworthy actions. In the sec-
ond phase, involving the middle four rounds (r = 3
through 6), all participants observed trustworthy
actions. We added a third phase, the final round
(r = 7), to account for a potential end-game effect.

Sample and materials

We recruited participants for a 1 1
2
-hour experiment

using class announcements. Participants were told that
they would have the opportunity to earn money and
that the amount they earn would depend upon their
own decisions, the decisions of others, and chance.

Upon arrival to the experiment, participants were
randomly separated into two different rooms. Within
each room, participants were randomly assigned to a
treatment condition and a pairing number. (We collect-
ed data for this study in two separate time periods. In
the second time period, we collected data for the follow-
ing two conditions: No Deception, No Promise, Apolo-
gy and Deception, No Promise, Apology.)

Participants were told that they would play several
rounds of the game depicted in Fig. 1, that one of these
rounds would be randomly selected using a draw from a
bingo cage, and that they would be paid the amount
they earned for that round.

Prior to the game, participants were given Fig. 1 as
well as an explanation of the game. Following the expla-
nation, participants answered six comprehension ques-
tions. The comprehension questions were designed to
accomplish two aims: first, to ensure that participants
understood the game; second, to give participants the
assurance that their counterpart understood the game.
An experimenter individually checked participants’
answers and explained the game again to anyone mak-
ing a mistake. Mistakes were very rare.

Design

Participants were told that they would play the same
game with the same partner for several rounds. They
were not told the total number of rounds they would
play, but they were told that there would be at least sev-
en rounds, and that both odd and even players would
receive an announcement indicating the last round just
prior to that round. We use this approach to disentangle
end-game behavior from the main part of the
experiment.

The even player actions that the odd players (our par-
ticipants) observe are held constant across conditions.
Groups of odd player participants were randomly
assigned to one of eight between-subject communication
conditions that we depict in Fig. 2. These conditions
result from a 2 · 2 · 2 design: two deception conditions
in rounds 1 and 2 (Deceptive messages prior to rounds 1
and 2, No messages prior to rounds 1 and 2) and two
promise and two apology conditions in round 3 (No
message prior to round 3, Promise alone prior to round
3, Apology alone prior to round 3, Promise and Apolo-
gy prior to round 3). In every condition, odd players
received a message sheet prior to making their trust
game decision in round 1, round 2, and round 3. Partic-
ipants were informed that communication was not
allowed after round 3. The top portion of each message
sheet asks the even player whether or not they want to
send a message. In the no message conditions the
‘‘no’’ box was checked and no message was included
on the sheet. In the other communication conditions
the ‘‘yes’’ box was checked and a handwritten text mes-
sage was included at the bottom of the sheet.

The two deception conditions dictated communica-
tion prior to rounds 1 and 2. In the deception condition,
the odd player received two false statements. The round
1 message read, ‘‘If you pass to me I’ll return $12 to
you.’’ The round 2 message read, ‘‘Let’s cooperate. I’ll
really return $12 this time.’’ In the second deception
condition, the no deception condition, the odd player
received a message sheet prior to round 1 and round 2
indicating that the even player chose not to
communicate.



Round 1 Round 2 Round 3

No DeceptionNo Deception

No Promise, No Apology     c = 1

DeceptionDeception

Promise, No Apology           c = 2

No Promise, Apology           c = 3

Promise, Apology                 c = 4

No Promise, No Apology     c = 5

Promise, No Apology           c = 6

No Promise, Apology           c = 7

Promise, Apology                 c = 8

Fig. 2. Experimental design.
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Four promise and apology conditions dictated com-
munication just prior to round 3. In the promise and

apology condition the round 3 message read, ‘‘I really
screwed up. I shouldn’t have done that. I’m very sorry
I tried taking so much these last 2 rounds. I give you
my word. I will always return $9 every round, including
the last one.’’ In the promise alone condition the message
read, ‘‘I give you my word. I will always return $9 every
round, including the last one.’’ In the apology alone con-

dition the message read, ‘‘I really screwed up. I shouldn’t
have done that. I’m very sorry I tried taking so much
these last 2 rounds.’’ In the no promise–no apology con-

dition the even player chose not to communicate prior to
round 3.

Procedure

Participants made several rounds of trust game deci-
sions. After each round participants completed a brief
post-decision survey. This survey asked participants a
set of questions including how much they trust their
partner. After participants completed the post-decision
survey, and had waited an additional two to three
minutes, they received feedback regarding their counter-
part’s choice for that round (the amount their counter-
part returned or would have returned if they, the odd
player, had passed).

Prior to making a decision in round 7, we announced,
‘‘This will be the last round. Both odd and even players
receive this same announcement.’’ Participants then
made their final trust game decision and completed their
seventh post-decision survey. They waited two to three
minutes, received feedback regarding their counterpart’s
choice for the final round (‘‘Return $9’’), and then com-
pleted a final survey. The final survey asked them how
much they trusted their partner, what they thought their
partner was trying to do during the game, and demo-
graphic questions.

After participants completed the final survey, we ran-
domly selected one of the seven rounds using a draw
from a bingo cage and paid participants based upon
the amount of money they earned for that round. To
mitigate participants’ potential feelings of disappoint-
ment for not having been paired with a real partner,
we announced an unanticipated $5 show-up fee that
we added to their total payment.

We measure trust in two ways. First, we measure
trust behavior as the binary decision to pass or take in
each of the seven rounds. Second, we collected survey
responses. After each of the seven rounds, we asked par-
ticipants, ‘‘How much do you trust your partner?’’ (1:
Completely Trust, 7: Do Not Trust at All). By measur-
ing trust in these two ways, we observe the trust recovery
process in actual passing decisions, we observe the stated
trust intentions, we can compare the two.

Investigating the correspondence between passing
decisions and self-reported trust ratings is important
because prior work has found that decisions, such as
the passing decision we model in this study, are influ-
enced by a number of social preferences including pref-
erences for social welfare, reciprocity, fairness, and
altruism (Ashraf, Bohnet, & Piankov, 2003; Charness
& Rabin, 2002; Cox, 2003). In our work, however, we
find an extremely close link between trust ratings and
passing decisions. We describe this relationship in the
results section.

We use a parametric approach to model our key
dependent variable, to pass or not to pass, as a binary
decision. We use a parametric approach for two main
reasons. First, our parametric approach enables us to



Table 2
Parameter estimates

Condition Estimate

No Deception

No Promise, No Apology 1 l
Promise, No Apology 2 l + b1

No Promise, Apology 3 l + b2

Promise, Apology 4 l + b1 + b2 + b3

Deception

No Promise, No Apology 5 l + b4

Promise, No Apology 6 l + b1 + b4 + b5

No Promise, Apology 7 l + b2 + b4 + b6

Promise, Apology 8 l + b1 + b2 + b3 + b4 +
b5 + b6 + b7
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fit meaningful variables, such as the long-run asymptote
of trust recovery, that are not identified by using stan-
dard econometric models. Second, our parametric
approach enables us to fit a relatively parsimonious
model. In contrast to the model we fit, a traditional
parametric model with an ANOVA structure would
require 56 parameters to model passing decisions for
each of the eight conditions across the seven rounds.

In our model, we define Pirc as the probability that
person i trusts (‘‘passes’’) in round r following commu-
nication condition (e.g., a promise and an apology) c,
c = 1–8; note, however, that we can (and do) directly
adapt this model for a Likert rating dependent variable
(e.g., how trusting someone is).

Model for the experiment

The model we fit is the following:

P irc ¼ logit�1 ai þ
X cðr � 3Þ þ ðAc � BcÞ for r ¼ 2

Ac � Bc expf�dcðr � 3Þg for r ¼ 3–6

Ac � Bc expf�3dcg þ Y c for r ¼ 7

8><
>:

9>=
>;

0
B@

1
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ð1Þ

We use a logit transformation to map our model val-
ues onto the [0,1] probability scale to represent the prob-
ability of passing. Prior work has identified individual
variation in predispositions to trust other people
(Rotter, 1971), and thus, in our model, we include an
individual-level intercept parameter ai.

The first two piecewise components of our model cor-
respond to the two places where trust recovery might
take place. Communication alone (e.g., a promise)
may repair trust (at the beginning of round three), as
may subsequent trustworthy behavior. We depict these
periods and the corresponding pieces of the model in
Fig. 3. The third piecewise component of the model cor-
responds to the end game (round seven).

In this model, Xc represents the change in trust
behavior due to communication alone prior to round
three. The parameter Ac represents the long-run asymp-
0
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Round

T
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ccc XB– –A

cA

)( }{ 3pxe −−− rBA ccc δ

Fig. 3. Trust reco
tote of trust recovery (i.e., Pirc as r fi1), and the
parameter Bc represents the amount of long-term trust
recovery due to trustworthy action. Note that the differ-
ence (Ac � Bc) represents the trust level in round three.
The parameter dc represents the speed of trust recovery
due to trustworthy action, and Yc represents the change
in passing behavior between rounds six and seven due to
an end-game effect.

We consider the opportunity for different communi-
cation conditions, c = 1–8, to influence the trust recov-
ery parameters. We investigate the influence of the
eight different communication conditions that result
from our 2 · 2 · 2 design. These conditions are the
two deception conditions crossed by the two promise
and two apology conditions depicted in Fig. 2.

In our model, we construct parameter estimates as a
function of both main effects and interaction terms for
the communication conditions. We depict these in Table
2. We obtain inferences from the model for parameter
estimates, standard errors, and tail probability values
(p-values) using the Bayesian software package BUGS
(Bayesian Inference Using Gibbs Sampling, http://
www.mrc-bsu.cam.ac.uk/bugs), with uninformative pri-
ors for all parameters, while treating ai as a random
effect from a common Gaussian distribution. Bayesian
5 6

cB

very model.

http://www.mrc-bsu.cam.ac.uk/bugs
http://www.mrc-bsu.cam.ac.uk/bugs
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models using BUGS have been developed to study a
wide range of phenomena from longitudinal biomedical
and health data (Guo & Carlin, 2004) to bidding behav-
ior at online auction sites (Park & Bradlow, 2005).

We use the Bayesian framework for two primary rea-
sons. First, the distributions of interest may be skewed
and we want an accurate assessment of standard errors,
as compared to asymptotic ones obtained via classical
maximum likelihood procedures. Second, since we want
to make inferential statements regarding the ‘‘strength’’
of our hypothesized assertions, we use the Bayesian par-
adigm which allows for straightforward probability
statements (Bayesian p-values) by counting the fraction
of posterior draws supporting our hypotheses (Gelman,
Meng, & Stern, 1996).

We report results from posterior means obtained
from running three independent chains of 15,000 draws
each with the initial 10,000 draws of each chain discard-
ed for burn-in. We assess convergence using the multiple
F-test procedure of Gelman and Rubin (1992). Comput-
ing time for all three chains was roughly 0.15 seconds
per iteration on a Dell 2.4 GHz processing machine.
The BUGS code used to implement our estimation is
available from the authors upon request.

Post-decision survey. Immediately after making each
passing decision, participants were asked how much
they trust their partner (1: Not at all, 7: Completely).
We examine these responses as a second dependent var-
iable. These measures enable us to link perceptions and
underlying motivations with actual behavior. To model
these rating scores, we utilize a Gaussian distribution
with a mean given by the identical functional form as
the logit model in Eq. (1). In this manner, we can direct-
ly compare inferences for both types of dependent
variables.

Post-experiment survey

After participants received feedback from the final
round of the experiment, they were asked to complete
a two-page survey. This survey asked several questions
related to their ex-post perceptions of trust. These ques-
tions asked participants about their perceptions of their
partner in terms of their trust, integrity, honesty, and
reliability (1: Not at all, 7: Completely). These measures
were closely related, Cronbach’s a = .902, and we use an
average of these responses as our measure of ex-post
trust. Participants were also asked demographic ques-
tions and open-ended questions regarding their percep-
tions of their counterpart’s behavior in the experiment.
Results

A total of 262 participants completed the study. Just
over half of the participants were male (52.3%), and
almost all of our participants were between the ages of
19 and 22 (only 16 of 262 participants were over the
age of 22). We considered gender differences in our mod-
els, and find no significant effects. As a result, we com-
bine data across demographic variables for subsequent
analysis.

Agreement between passing decisions and trust ratings

We find very close agreement between passing deci-
sions and trust ratings in our experiment. This was true
across several types of analysis. First, we consider a ran-
dom effects logistic regression for passing behavior, Pirc,
modeled as a function of an individual parameter, ai, an
aggregate slope, b, and trust rating scores Tirc for each
individual, i, each round, r, and each condition c.

P irc ¼ logit�1ðai þ b � T ircÞ
This model is highly predictive with trust rating param-
eter b = 1.99 (SE = 0.14, t = 14.2, p < .001); note that
the coefficient for b is positive and large (14 standard er-
rors away from 0). We conducted a second set of analy-
ses to confirm that this relationship holds across
individuals, with an individual slope parameter, bi. Re-
sults from this model yield very similar results. In this
case, the average bi was 2.43 (SE = 0.36, t = 6.8,
p < .001). In addition, the bi parameter was significant
for every participant; the least significant bi parameter
was 2.06 standard deviations above 0.

We also conducted a threshold analysis that provides
a non-parametric view of the data. For each participant,
we examined the consistency between the trust ratings
they provided when they passed and the trust ratings
they provided when they took. Specifically, for each par-
ticipant, we compared the maximum trust rating partic-
ipants provided when they ‘‘Take’’ to the minimum trust
rating they provided when they ‘‘Pass.’’ We depict this
formally. For each participant i, for rounds r = 1–6
and trust ratings Tir, we calculate the following agree-
ment score:

Si ¼ ½MaxrfT irjTakeg �MinrfT irjPassg� ð2Þ

We flag participants as lacking agreement with a fixed
rating threshold over time if Si > 0. This measure flags
24 participants. That is, only 24 of 262 participants pro-
vided a trust rating that was higher for any of the times
they ‘‘Take’’ than the minimum they provided when they
‘‘Pass.’’ Even among these 24 participants, however, we
find that disagreements are rare (typically happening
only once), and that disagreements are small (typically
by a single point).

We also conducted separate analysis fitting Eq. (1)
for Tirc as the dependent variable. The model parame-
ters for this model reflect the same pattern of results
as those we find for the model representing passing
decisions.
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Taken together, these results suggest that passing
decisions reflect underlying perceptions of trust. In
our subsequent analysis, we report results that use
passing decisions as a behavioral representation of
trust.

Modeling passing behavior

The focus of our analysis is on passing behavior and
in Fig. 4 we depict actual passing behavior as the per-
centage of respondents passing by round across condi-
tions. We fit our model (Eq. 1) to the data, and find
that our model of passing decisions closely tracks actual
passing behavior. We report parameter estimates (pos-
terior means) for each condition in Table 3 and depict
the fitted model of trust recovery across conditions in
Fig. 5. The maximum deviation between the fitted and
actual probabilities for any round is 5.9%, for the ‘‘No
Deception, Promise, Apology’’ condition in round 4,
still a very close fit.
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Fig. 4. Passing decisions b

Table 3
Parameter estimates for passing behavior (log scale)

Trust recovery

Initial (X) Long-term (A)

Deception (D) �3.56 (1.36)** �4.02 (2.95)�

Promise (P) 2.89 (1.39)* �0.61 (2.4)
Apology (A) 9.58 (5.67)** 0.6 (3.13)
P&A �10.9 (5.79)** �0.99 (3.94)
D,P �0.98 (1.79) 1.18 (3.5)
D,A �8.34 (5.77)* �0.23 (4.04)
D, P&A 8.49 (5.98)* 1.64 (5.32)
Overall mean 1.1 (1.09) 4.37 (2.21)*

Log likelihood = �571.3.
* p < .05.

** p < .01.
*** p < .001.

� p < .10.
Passing behavior

In Table 3, we represent the posterior mean values of
P̂ irc computed from the posterior draws obtained using
the BUGS software. We use the posterior draws from
our model to compute the effects of each communication
condition on passing decisions and the corresponding
probabilities in each round. We define the cell entries
in Table 4, which are differences in probabilities for var-
ious conditions by round, as DP c;c0 ðrÞ, for differences
between conditions c and c 0 in round r. For instance
DP2,1(3) represents the difference in trust between condi-
tion 2 (No Deception, Promise, No Apology) and condi-
tion 1 (No Deception, No Promise, No Apology) in
round 3, which is the first round when the effect of the
promise can be observed. Similarly, DP2,1(1) represents
the difference in long-term trust between condition 2
(No Deception, Promise, No Apology) and condition
1 (No Deception, No Promise, No Apology), which
equals the long-term effect of a promise.
5 6 7

No D, No P, No A (n=30)
No D, P, No A (n=31)
No D, No P, A (n=39)
No D, P, A (n=31)
D, No P, No A (n=31)
D, P, No A (n=30)
D, No P, A (n=39)
D, P, A (n=31)

y conditions (actual).

Final round

Amount (B) Speed (d) Decline (Y )

�4.24 (2.89)* 2.06 (2.75) 1.34 (1.07)
�5.46 (2.38)** 4.13 (2.77) 0.31 (1.08)
�0.08 (3.07) �0.09 (0.66) �1.62 (1.12)�

0.17 (3.91) �1.81 (4.11) 2.57 (1.51)*

5.41 (3.45)* �3.53 (4.79) �1.09 (1.48)
0.56 (3.95) �0.67 (3.56) 1.27 (1.48)
0.5 (5.24) 0.82 (6.41) �2.43 (2.06)
7.4 (2.18) *** 0.745 (.51) �3.25 (.8)***
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Table 4
Differences in probability by round (probability scale)

Round 2 Round 3 Round 4 Round 5 Round 6 Long-term

Deception, DP5,1(r) 0.35 (.08)*** 0.0 (.07) �0.15 (.08)� �0.30 (.06)*** �0.36 (.07)*** �0.37 (.17)*

Promise, DP2,1(r) 0.13 (.07)� 0.58 (.08)*** 0.35 (.06)*** 0.15 (.05)** 0.07 (.05) 0.00 (.08)
Apology, DP3,1(r) �0.10 (.04)* 0.06 (.07) 0.07 (.07) 0.04 (.05) 0.02 (.06) 0.02 (.10)
P,A, DP4,3(r) � DP2,1(r) 0.19 (.10)* �0.11 (.11) �0.16 (.09)� �0.10 (.06)� �0.09 (.07) �0.06 (.12)
D,P, DP6,5(r) � DP2,1(r) �0.28 (.12)* �0.51 (.11)*** �0.23 (.10)* �0.04 (.07) 0.03 (.09) 0.08 (.20)
D,A, DP7,5(r) � DP3,1(r) �0.07 (.10) �0.07 (.10) �0.05 (.11) 0.01 (.07) 0.03 (.10) 0.04 (.22)
D,P,A, [DP8,7(r) � DP6,5(r)] � [DP4,3(r) � DP2,1(r)] 0.09 (.17) 0.07 (.15) 0.14 (.15) 0.13 (.10) 0.14 (.14) 0.14 (.29)

Note: Conditions 1 through 8 correspond to the framework depicted in Table 2.
* p < .05.

** p < .01.
*** p < .001.

� p < .10.
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We use data from Table 4 to test our hypotheses. As
depicted in Table 2, we consider the main effects of our
three conditions, deception, promise, and apology, as
well as the three two-way interactions of these effects.

First, we examine the influence of deception on the
trust recovery process. We depict the effects of deception
in Fig. 6 and in the first row in Table 4. Supporting
hypothesis 1, we find that for participants who received
no other communication, deception significantly harms
long-term levels of trust, DP5,1(1) = �0.37 (SE = 0.2,
t = 1.9, p < .05). That is, deception with no other com-
munication leads to a 0.37 decrease on the probability
scale of long-term passing. We also find that deception
in round 2 increased passing, suggesting that the decep-
tive messages were initially effective in increasing passing
behavior. We also note that after round 3, deception
harms trust for each and every round including our
hypothetical long-term round, i.e., as r fi1.

Second, we consider the influence of a promise on the
trust recovery process. We depict the effects of a promise
(with no other communication) in the second row in
Table 4 and in Fig. 7. We find that a promise significant-
ly influenced early trust recovery, DP2,1(3) = 0.579
(SE = 0.1, t = 5.8, p < .001), but that a promise did
not significantly influence long-term trust recovery,
DP2,1(1) = 0.003 (SE = 0.1, t = 0.08, p = n.s.). These
findings support hypothesis 2a, but not hypothesis 2b.
That is, we find that although a promise significantly
speeded trust recovery, trustworthy actions alone are
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as effective in eventually restoring long-term trust as
these same actions accompanied by a promise.

Third, we consider the effects of an apology on the
trust recovery process. We depict the effects of an apol-
ogy (with no other communication) in the third row in
Table 4 and in Fig. 8. we find that an apology did not
significantly influence either early trust recovery,
DP3,1(3) = 0.06 (SE = 0.07, t = 0.86, p = n.s.) or long-
term trust recovery, DP3,1(1) = 0.02 (SE = 0.1,
t = 0.2, p = n.s.). That is, we do not find support for
hypotheses 3a or 3b. In this study, we find that trustwor-
thy actions alone are as effective in eventually restoring
long-term trust as these same actions accompanied by
an apology. In the discussion section, we consider possi-
ble explanations for why the apology in this experiment
did not significantly influence trust recovery.

We next consider the three two-way interaction
hypotheses represented in Table 1. We first examine the
interaction between a promise and an apology, and depict
the effects of this interaction in the fourth row in Table 4
and in Fig. 9. Though in the expected direction, we find no
significant interaction between a promise and an apology
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in repairing initial trust, DP4,3(3) � DP2,1(3) = �0.11
(SE = 0.11, t = �1.0, p = n.s.), or long-term trust,
DP4,3(1) � DP2,1(1) = �0.06 (SE = 0.12, t = �0.5,
p = n.s.). That is, we do not find support for either
hypothesis 4a or hypothesis 4b. Of course, this is not sur-
prising given the lack of an effect for an apology alone.

The second interaction we examine is the interaction
between prior deception and a promise on restoring
trust. We depict this interaction in the fifth row of Table
4 and in Fig. 10 by comparing the difference between the
deception and no deception conditions that either had or
did not have a subsequent promise. We find a significant
negative interaction in initial trust recovery, {DP6,5(3) �
DP2,1(3)} = �0.51 (SE = 0.11, t = �4.96, p < .001), but
no significant interaction in long-term trust recovery,
{DP6,5(1) minus DP2,1(1)} = 0.08 (SE = 0.2, t = 0.4,
p = n.s.). That is, prior deception harmed the initial effec-
tiveness of a promise in restoring trust, but prior decep-
tion had no effect on the long-term influence of a promise
on trust recovery. These findings support hypothesis 5a,
but do not support hypothesis 5b.

The third interaction we examine is the interaction
between prior deception and an apology on restoring
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trust. We depict this interaction in the sixth row in Table
4 and in Fig. 11 by comparing the difference between the
deception and no deception conditions that either had
or did not have a subsequent apology. We find no inter-
actions between deception and an apology on either ini-
tial trust recovery {DP7,5(3) � DP3,1(3)} = �0.07
(SE = 0.10, t = �0.7, p = n.s.)} or long-term trust
recovery {DP7,5(1) � DP3,1(1)} = 0.04 (SE = 0.22,
t = 0.18, p = n.s.)}. This finding is consistent with our
earlier finding that apology alone had no effect either
initially or long-term. We neither predicted nor found
any three-way interactions (Fig. 12).

We summarize the results of our hypotheses tests in
Table 7. This table notes the significant harmful effects
of deception on long-term levels of trust recovery, the sig-
nificant beneficial effects of a promise on initial levels of
trust recovery , and the negative interaction between prior
deception and a promise on initial levels of trust recovery.
Overall, we find no significant effects for our apology.

Unrelated to our hypotheses, we find other expected
patterns in our data. For example, repeated trustworthy
actions significantly increased long-term trust. In our
model, lB denotes the difference between trust levels in
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round 3 and trust levels long-term. We find that observ-
ing trustworthy actions significantly repairs trust;
l̂B ¼ 6:92 (SE = 1.9, t = 3.65, p < .001). Also, as expect-
ed, we find that participants passed significantly less
often in the final, end-game round than they did in the
penultimate round. In our model, lY denotes the differ-
ence in trust between rounds 6 and 7. We find a signifi-
cant end game effect on trust; l̂Y ¼ �3:11 (SE = 0.8,
t = �3.89, p < .001).

Economic value of communication

We next consider the economic and social welfare
implications of communication. We use the passing
probabilities and the even player decisions of ‘‘Return
$0’’ for initial rounds and ‘‘Return $9’’ otherwise to
compute the average earnings per round. We use actual
passing probabilities for the initial rounds (rounds 1 and
2) and the trust recovery rounds (rounds 3 through 6) to
compute average per round earnings. We also estimate
average long-term earnings using parameter estimates
for Ac in the passing model. For these values, we esti-
mate the long-term passing probability for each person
i in condition c, Pic, as:

P ic ¼ logit�1ðai þ AcÞ ð3Þ

and average across individuals. We report average earn-
ings per round for both odd and even players in Table 5.

We first consider the economic implications of using
deception for the deceiver. We find that while trustwor-
thy actions restore trust and increase long-term earn-
ings, trustworthy actions do not fully mitigate the
harm caused by deception. While our hypothetical even
players achieved short-term profits in the initial rounds
with deception (with no other communication), earning
$12.10 versus $8.53, even players earned less on average
per round during the trust recovery process (rounds 3
through 6), $3.95 versus $6.48, and long-term, $5.49
versus $8.01.
5 6 Long
Term

, No A) - (No D, No P, No A)] [(Cond. 4 - Cond. 3) - (Cond. 2

D, No P, No A)]  [(Cond. 8 - Cond. 7) - (Cond. 6 - Cond. 5)]

gy on trust recovery: fitted values.



Table 5
Average earnings per round

Condition Odd players Even players

Rounds 1–2 Rounds 3–6 Long-terma Rounds 1–2 Rounds 3–6 Long-term

No deception

1 No Promise, No Apology $3.10 $7.60 $8.68 $8.30 $5.20 $8.04
2 Promise, No Apology $2.76 $8.49 $8.69 $9.24 $7.77 $8.07
3 No Promise, Apology $3.85 $7.67 $8.75 $6.00 $5.71 $8.24
4 Promise, Apology $2.37 $8.23 $8.57 $10.60 $7.26 $7.70

Deception

5 No Promise, No Apology $1.60 $7.04 $7.57 $12.92 $3.31 $4.71
6 Promise, No Apology $2.10 $7.35 $7.81 $11.70 $4.25 $5.43
7 No Promise, Apology $2.19 $7.12 $7.75 $11.19 $3.58 $5.24
8 Promise, Apology $1.74 $7.35 $8.20 $12.58 $4.65 $6.60

a Long-term earnings are estimated, assuming Pic = logit�1(ai + Ac).

Table 6
Average post-experiment trusta

Condition Average trust (s.d.)

No deception

1 No Promise, No Apology 3.48 (1.36)
2 Promise, No Apology 4.77 (1.43)
3 No Promise, Apology 3.99 (1.38)
4 Promise, Apology 4.85 (1.43)

Deception

5 No Promise, No Apology 2.21 (1.47)
6 Promise, No Apology 2.65 (1.42)
7 No Promise, Apology 2.31 (1.47)
8 Promise, Apology 2.64 (1.42)

a These values represent the average of four questions: Q1. How
much do you trust your partner? (1: Completely, 7: Not at all) Q2.
How much integrity do you think your partner has? (1: A great deal, 7:
None at all) Q3. How honest do you think your partner was? (1:
Completely, 7: Not at all) Q4. How reliable do you think your partner
is? (1: Very reliable, 7: Not at all reliable)

Table 7
Summary of results

Trust recovery results

Short-term Long-term

Deception — H1: Negative*

Promise H2a: Positive*** H2b: Positive
Apology H3a: Positive H3b: Positive
Promise and Apology H4a: Negative H4b: Negative
Deception and Promise H5a: Negative*** H5b: Negative
Deception and Apology H6a: Negative H6b: Negative

* p < .05.
*** p < .001.
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We next consider the social welfare implications of
both deception and trust restoring communication. The
projected long-term earnings for both even and odd play-
ers combined following deception (and no other commu-
nication) are substantially lower than they are following
no deception (and no other communication), $12.28 ver-
sus $16.72 per round. A subsequent promise or apology,
however, slightly increases social welfare, especially fol-
lowing deception. Following no deception, the long-
term, per-round combined earnings for each condition
is close to the total potential earnings of $18. These val-
ues range from $16.26 to $16.99. Following deception,
however, the long-term per-round combined earnings
for odd and even players was $12.28 with no promise
and no apology, $13.24 with a promise only, $12.99 with
an apology only, and $14.80 with a promise and an apol-
ogy. In our setting, each percentage increase in the pass-
ing rate translates into a $0.12 increase in social welfare.
As a result, social welfare differences across communica-
tion conditions can reflect relatively small and nonsignif-
icant differences in passing rates.

Final survey

At the conclusion of the experiment, participants
were asked a four-item trust inventory about their part-
ner. Responses across these items were closely related,
and we report the average ratings across these items in
Table 6. We ran a regression model, with final trust as
the dependent variable and deception, a promise, an
apology, and interaction terms as independent variables.
The model was significant, F(7, 254) = 26.83 (p < .001;
adj. R-square = 0.41), and we find that final trust was
significantly harmed by deception b = �1.27 (SE = 0.3,
t = �4.22, p < .001), significantly helped by a promise
b = 1.28 (SE = 0.3, t = 4.25, p < .001), but not signifi-
cantly influenced by an apology b = 0.51 (SE = 0.29,
t = 1.78, p = .08). The only significant interaction was
between deception and a promise b = �0.84
(SE = 0.43, t = �1.97, p = .05). These results offer a
static, post-experiment perspective of trust that is consis-
tent with our round-by-round analysis.
Discussion

While prior work has conjectured that trust is fragile
and very difficult to repair, results from our investiga-
tion challenge and qualify this claim. Specifically, we
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find that trust can be effectively restored following a
period of untrustworthy behavior as long as the untrust-
worthy behavior was not accompanied by deception. We
find that trust harmed by deception never fully recovers.
Unlike untrustworthy actions alone, untrustworthy
actions combined with deception causes enduring harm
to trust.

We also identify a complicated relationship between
promises and trust recovery. We had expected a promise
to facilitate both initial and long-term trust recovery.
Instead, we found that a promise helped initial trust
recovery, but that long-term, trustworthy actions were
as effective as trustworthy actions accompanied by a
promise. We conjecture that a promise serves as a signal
of intentions to change behavior. After a series of
observed behaviors, however, the actions themselves
effectively convey this same message.

We find that prior deception harmed the initial effec-
tiveness of a promise in restoring trust. In this case,
deception may harm the trustee’s credibility, and as a
result subsequent promises may be viewed skeptically
and be discounted.

We found that an apology did not facilitate trust
recovery. Prior work has documented effects for an
apology, and we consider differences between our study
and prior work as well as characteristics of our apology
to reconcile this discrepancy.

First, respondents in most prior studies did not expe-
rience an actual transgression (Darby & Schlenker,
1982; Kim et al., 1994; Ohbuchi and Sato, 2001; Sch-
wartz, 1978). Prior work asked respondents to consider
hypothetical scenarios in which a transgressor either did
or did not apologize. These observers were then asked to
make judgments about the transgressor. In our study,
participants actually experienced a transgression.
Whereas social desirability may have influenced respon-
dents when judging the culpability of a transgressor in a
scenario study, the actual experience may have led to
different reactions.

In Ohbuchi et al.’s (1989) study, participants did
experience an actual transgression. In their study, partic-
ipants perform poorly on an aptitude test because of the
mistakes a confederate made in administering it. The
harm in this study resulted from threats to self-esteem
or embarrassment for having performed poorly. The
confederate’s apology includes the claim that she is
‘‘solely responsible for the subject’s poor performance’’
(p. 220). In this case, the apology itself mitigates the
harm of the transgression, because it makes clear that
the threat to self-esteem was entirely fabricated. This
mitigation is a form of restitution, an apology compo-
nent not present in our study.

Second, most prior studies asked respondents to pro-
vide general impressions about the transgressor (e.g.,
‘‘Do you think Pat is a good person’’ Darby & Schlen-
ker, 1982, p. 745). In our study, we measured partici-
pants’ willingness to rely upon the transgressor in a
specific context with monetary stakes. An apology may
influence some impressions (e.g., liking), but leave trust
judgments unchanged.

Third, our experimental context is different from
other studies in that participants in our study faced a
repeated game. In most prior work (e.g., Darby &
Schlenker, 1982; Ohbuchi et al., 1989; Ohbuchi & Sato,
1994), participants were asked to evaluate a single trans-
gression and were not asked to consider relying upon the
transgressor in the future. The transgressor’s future
actions in our study are likely to be particularly salient
to our participants when reading an apology. In fact,
we manipulated claims about future behavior explicitly
with our promise condition. Notably, Kim et al.
(2004) did ask participants to consider hiring a hypo-
thetical employee who had committed a transgression
in a previous job. In their study, their apology included
a statement regarding future intentions; the apology
‘‘admitted responsibility for the trust violation, apolo-
gized for the infraction, and stated that such an incident

would not happen again’’ (emphasis added, p. 108). In
our study, we disentangle an apology from a promise.
We find a significant effect for a promise, but no effect
for our form of apology alone.

Fourth, we crafted our apology to be general enough
to apply across both deception and no deception condi-
tions. Quite possibly, a specific apology (e.g., an apology
that directly addresses the use of deception) may be
effective in mollifying a specific transgression (e.g.,
deception).

Fifth, other characteristics of our apology may have
limited its effectiveness. For example, our apology may
not have been sufficiently long or sincere (Schlenker &
Darby, 1981; Shapiro, 1991). More specifically, our
apology lacked an explanation for the transgression
(Goffman, 1971; Hodgins, Liebeskind, & Schwartz,
1996; Tomlinson, Dineen, & Lewicki, 2004), it lacked
a request for forgiveness, and it lacked an offer of resti-
tution (Bottom, Daniels, Gibson, & Murnighan, 2002).
Had we used a different type of apology or delivered
the same apology in a different way (e.g., orally rather
than in writing), perhaps an apology would have been
effective in restoring trust.

By design, this experiment enables us to examine trust
as a dynamic construct. Participants make decisions in a
repeated game, and we focus our analysis of trust on
passing decisions. We use passing decisions as our pri-
mary measure of trust for several reasons. First, passing
decisions represent actual behavior and participants in
our study had financial incentives to make these deci-
sions carefully. Second, we believe that passing decisions
in this experiment reflect trust decisions. We find very
close agreement between passing decisions and our atti-
tudinal measure of trust. In addition, when we fit a sim-
ilar model for our attitudinal measure we find nearly
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identical results. Further, in the short essays participants
wrote at the conclusion of the study, we found that par-
ticipants, at least retrospectively, claimed to be actively
and strategically thinking about trust when they made
their decisions.

Overall, trust recovery represents an important prac-
tical problem, and results from this work offer insight
into the role that actions, deception, promises, and apol-
ogies can play in changing trust over time. A number of
important questions regarding the trust recovery pro-
cess, however, remain. In particular, we made a number
of choices in designing our experiment that afforded
experimental control. A rich set of future studies could
extend our understanding of trust recovery. For exam-
ple, in our experiment we exposed participants to a con-
sistent set of predetermined even player actions. In this
case, participants learned about their counterpart’s
behavior consistently across conditions even if they did
not pass. This enables us to provide common informa-
tion across conditions and to isolate the effects of com-
munication, but this aspect of our design favors trust
recovery. In some settings an untrustworthy episode
may lead to relationship rupture, and subsequent trust-
worthy behavior will be more difficult to observe. In
other settings, however, such as working with an
untrustworthy boss or operating in an oligopoly setting
(e.g., OPEC), people will observe subsequent actions
even after an untrustworthy episode. As a result, while
the common exposure to trustworthy actions affords
experimental consistency and reflects some natural envi-
ronments, the nature of trust recovery in other settings is
likely to be more limited than we observe here.

Our design is also limited by our focus on anonymous
relationships. This aspect of our design enables us to
control for relationship effects across conditions, but
future work should examine the trust repair process in
richer contexts with mature relationships, such as
employee–management interactions (Wiesenfeld, Brock-
ner, & Martin, 1999; Wiesenfeld, Brockner, & Thibault,
2000). According to Lewicki and Wiethoff’s (2000) con-
ceptualization of trust relationships, trust violations in
established relationships will lead to more severe conse-
quences than those we observed in our early stage
relationships.

Our experiment was also constrained by the nature of
our communication conditions. While this afforded con-
sistency across participants, future work should examine
a richer set of communication options. For example,
future work should consider two-way communication,
non-verbal communication, and contrast subtle, but
potentially important differences between no communi-
cation when messages are allowed with no communica-
tion when messages are not allowed. Prior work has
found that the amount of communication (Kim, 1997)
and even the communication medium itself (Valley
et al., 1998; Valley, Thompson, Gibbons, & Bazerman,
2002) can significantly influence trust and the efficiency
of bargaining outcomes, and future work should explore
the interplay between specific messages and the commu-
nication medium.

Future work could also extend our understanding of
the interplay between communication and observed
actions. For example, in our experiment, prior to round
three our participants are influenced by round three mes-
sages as well as information about their counterparts’
untrustworthy actions in round two. While we measure
differences in passing rates in round three across condi-
tions, future work could disentangle the effects of com-
munication and observed actions within conditions.

In addition, future work should examine the relation-
ship between the nature of the trust violation and the
trust restoration process. For example, future work
should explore the robustness of restored trust. Quite
possibly, a second non-contiguous violation may harm
trust far more than an initial violation. In a related vein,
future work could examine the link between trust recov-
ery and the nature of the trust betrayal. In our study, we
can observe the relationship between a participants’
trust betrayal experience, the number of times they
trusted (passed) in early rounds and hence experienced
untrustworthy behavior, and their trust recovery pro-
cess. We did not, however, manipulate participant’s
trust betrayal experience, and as a result we cannot draw
causal inferences for this relationship. From our analysis
it appears as if an individual’s propensity to trust influ-
ences both initial- and late-stage behavior; participants
who were trusting in early rounds (and experienced trust
betrayal) were also more trusting in later rounds (and
recovered trust more quickly).

The nature of the existing relationship is also likely to
influence the trust recovery experience following trust
betrayal. Quite possibly, an apology may be more
important in resorting trust in an established relation-
ship than it is in restoring trust in an emerging relation-
ship. Future work should examine different types of
relationships and measure the effects of different types
of betrayals on the trust recovery process.

Trust betrayal is likely to induce intense negative
emotions. Recent work has begun to document the rela-
tionship between emotions and trust (Dunn & Schweit-
zer, 2005), and future research investigating trust
recovery should explore the role of emotions. We postu-
late that trust repair tactics that mitigate negative emo-
tions will be more effective in restoring trust than other,
similarly informative strategies, that do not mitigate
these negative emotions.

In our experimental design we used deception. We
gained experimental control and consistency within con-
ditions, but there are important concerns about using
deception in experiments. In fact, a substantial literature
in social psychology has wrestled with the costs and ben-
efits of using deception in experiments (c.f. Arndt, 1998;
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Hertwig & Ortmann, 2001). In many cases, the benefits
of experimental control lead experimenters to use decep-
tion to investigate trust (e.g., Deutsch, 1958; Malhotra
& Murnighan, 2002; Pillutla et al., 2003) as well as many
other topics (e.g., DeDreu, Carnevale, Emans, & van de
Vliert, 1994; Lim & Carnevale, 1995). In general, the
decision to use deception should be made carefully
and cautiously.

Overall, our results suggest that under some condi-
tions trust can be regained quickly following a series of
untrustworthy actions (e.g., no deception followed by a
promise). This finding contradicts common assumptions
regarding the trust recovery process and may inform
practical prescriptions. For example, individuals should
be careful not to make promises they cannot keep. Our
results demonstrate that while trust can recover from a
period of untrustworthy actions, deception causes signif-
icant and enduring harm. While deception may be tempt-
ing because it can be used to increase short-term profits
for the deceiver, we find that the long-term costs of
deception are very high. Our results also highlight the
importance of a promise in speeding trust recovery.
Importantly, a promise was not nearly as effective fol-
lowing deception as it was following no deception. We
also found that trustworthy actions significantly, and in
some cases dramatically, restore trust. Managers work-
ing to rebuild trust should be sure that people observe
their trustworthy actions. Taken together, we find that
when it comes to trust, actions matter, but they do not
always speak louder than words.
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Appendix A

The following is an excerpt from the instructions we
gave the odd players:

How Each Round Works
There are $6 at the start of each round. The Odd
player makes the first decision. The Odd player can
‘‘Take $6’’, ‘‘Take $3’’, or ‘‘Pass $6’’.
As the Odd player, . . .

if you choose ‘‘Take $6’’, you will earn $6 and the
Even player will earn $0.
if you choose ‘‘Take $3’’, you will earn $3 and the
Even player will earn $3.
if you choose ‘‘Pass $6’’, the amount of money grows
to $18, and the Even player decides how much of the
$18 to return to you.

The Even player can ‘‘Return $18’’, ‘‘Return $12’’,
‘‘Return $9’’, ‘‘Return $6’’, or ‘‘Return $0’’.
If the Even player chooses ‘‘Return $18’’, you earn
$18 and Even earns $0. If the Even player chooses
‘‘Return $12’’, you earn $12 and Even earns $6.
If the Even player chooses ‘‘Return $9’’, you earn $9
and Even earns $9.
If the Even player chooses ‘‘Return $6’’, you earn $6
and Even earns $12.
If the Even player chooses ‘‘Return $0’’, you earn $0
and Even earns $18.

In each round, both Odd and Even players are asked
to indicate what they would do. Note that the game may
actually end earlier so the Even player’s choice may not
influence the outcome of the game. For example, if an
Odd player chooses to ‘‘Take $6,’’ then the choice of
the Even player is meaningless (since the game ends—
with Odd earning $6 and Even earning $0). Only when
the Odd player chooses to ‘‘Pass $6’’ will the choice of
the Even player matter. Still, in each round both Odd
and Even players will record their decisions.
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